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persons. No student of Hahnemann's Organon of Med.;
dine-which will reach its centenary in 1910-could make
the mistake made by Sir Samuel Wilks.
But if Sir Samuel Wilks cannot be accepted as an

authority on homoeopathy, I think no one will question
,his right to speak for allopathy. This is what he once
gtold his students at Guy's Hospital about it:

I deny that we have a scientific use of medicines. To say
-that I have no principles is a humiliating confession. We
lrave no especial indications whereby we may be certain of the
zaction of medicines in disease. Our remedies are never sug-
,gested by any theoretic considerations whatever. I think it is
not difficult to see that our art has not a scientific basis, but,
on the contrary, is formed out of the fancies of the human
,mind.

Hahnemann, in spelling out the language of drug
4action, and in showing its relation to the language of
disease as manifested in patients, has provided the
-i' scientific basis " for the art of medicine, and the
-'"special indications" for the use of drugs which Sir
fSamuel Wilks so truly says his own school does not
,possess.-I am, etc.,
-London, W., Feb. 4th. JOHN H. CLARKE.

'THE SHIPPING FEDERATION AND THE
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.

SSIR,-The Workmen's Compensation Act becomes
-applicable to seamen after June, 1907, and steps are being
taken by the Shipping Federation to appoint medical
cnen to examine seamen before signing on.

I am not surprised to find that the small sum of is.
a head for small crews and a fixed fee of 2 guineas for
large crews has been considered by the Federation suffi-
cient remuneration; but I am surprised to find that the
suggestion of a ls. fee comes from a medical man to
whom apparently the company applied for guidance as
being " a medical practitioner of wide experience in this
class of work" (see Fedexation circular)-to wit, Dr.
Archibald Finlay.

This gentleman in response to an inquiry states, in
a letter which is being circulated widely by the Federa-
tion, that the examination should be thorough: the chest,
abdomen, genitals, and legs to the ankles should be
exposed; every form of skin diseae, varicose veins,
venereal disease, and serious deformity rejected; the deck
hands should also be tested for colour-blindness and
-defective vision. Dr. Finlay concludes with this remark-
able sentence: "I think one shilling per head would be
a reasonable fee." I am surprised Dr. Finlay does not
include an examination of the urine, the examination of
the abdomen cannot be so very " thorough " without it.
Now, Sir, I defy any man to carry out an examination of

this kind under a quarter of an hour a case, and the fee of
Is. is simply ridiculous. I do not suppose any of us would
-like to examine any individual seaman for a shipping
company under a fee of half a guinea, and I contend that,
even at contract rates, 2s. 6d. a head would not be exces-
sive. I should like to hear what other men have to say
about it.

In the meantime may I suggest that in every seaport
town the local Division of the British Medical Association
aneet to discuss this question, and decide for themselves
what would be a reasonable fee ?-I am, etc.,
YFebruary5th. X.

WORKERS' SANATORIUMS AND MEDICAL
REFEREES.

Sia,-Mr. Buan's letter is not calculated to correct the
"flavour of acidity " which he finds in your annotation of
January26th on the above subject.

The experiment is " to demonstrate to friendly societies
(and trades-unions, inter alia; . . . (2) that the erection and
maintenance of such institutions can be made to pay in
;the sense of proving a financial benefit to the societies."
It would enhance the value of the experiment if the
'medical referees, inter alios, were paid.
When by a " combination of charity and self-help"

-the experiment has attained success other sanatoriums
4are to follow; and no doubt Mr. Bunn is sincere when he
says that the " resultant organization will pay its referees
,on a proper scale." With my knowledge of friendly
societies I think the "resultant organization" is more
,likely to consider that, having got the work done for
nothing in the past, it will at least try to get it done for
nothing in the future as well.

Mr. Bunn talks of charity; but let a " club doctor" so
much as faintly suggest to a " clubber " that there is the
least eleemosynary flavour about his attendance-well,
the patient's remarks will be more than " acid."-I
am, etc., A. B.
February 4th.

HOSPITAL REFORM.
SIR,-Dr. Arthur C. Roper's letter, in which he writes,

"I am strongly opposed to the recommendation of the
Hospitals Committee that the certificate of a general
practitioner shall be a key to open the hospital door,"
contains, according to my experience and observation, an
entire misrepresentation of the conduct of ther general
practitioner which ought not to be allowed to pass
unnoticed.
That a certificate from the medical attendant should be

the only key to the hospital, except in emergency cases,
was my suggested solution of the vexed question of hos-
pital abuse many years ago, when suggestions were
solicited through the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL. As a
result of the consideration of the suggestions made it was
recommended that my suggestion should be put into
practice. Had that recommendation been carried out
then our hospitals might not have been in such straits as
they now are, and as they deserve to be, while they con-
tinue to claim support, on account of the large number of
patients they annually treat.
To object to the medical attendant's certificate, as the

key to the hospital, because he would send cases to hos-
pitals which could afford to pay, shows an unwarrantable
assumption on the part of the objector.-I am, etc.,
Hawick, Feb. 3rd. JOHN HADDON, M.D.

MEDICINE AND THE LAY PRESS: A PROTEST.
SIR,-Will you kindly allow me to acquaint your

readers, through your columns, that on January 31st
the following resolution was unanimously passed:
That the Reading Pathological Society disapproves of sending

to the lay press advanced sheets or notices of signed
articles, or abstracts bearing the author's name, about to
appear in the medical journals, and desires to call the
attention of the respective editors to this breach of
professional ethics.

I was requested by the Society to send the above for
publication in the JOURNAL.

Since this resolution was passed the February number
of the journal alluded to in my letter of January 5th has
-appeared, and contains an apology from the editor.
Accepting his statement "that owing to an unfortunate
misunderstanding advance pages of the January number
were sent to the press," and inferring therefrom that such
a procedure is not likely to be repeated, the matter, so far
as I am concerned, is at an end.
In conclusion, I would like to point out to your readers

that should such " unfortunate misunderstanding " occur
at any time in the case of any medical journal, the pro-
fession has the remedy in its own hands by declining to
subscribe to the journal so offending.-I am, etc.,
Reading, Feb. 4tlh. J. HOPKINS WALTERS.

PRIMARY DIPHTHERIA OF THE EXTERNAL
AUDITORY CANAL.

SIR,-It was not the clinical details of Dr. Galbraith
Connal's interesting case thatwere obscure-these arepretty
fully reported on p. 139-but it was because these pointed to
the case not being diphtheria that full details of the
bacteriological evidence becomes essential to its accep-
tance as an example of diphtheria. Dr. Connal's successful
operation on this patient might induce others to do a
similar operation in a true diphtheria case with disastrous
results, hence its importance.
The bacteriologist is placed in an unfair and untenable

position when only the morphological characters of bacilli
in cultures are accepted as sufficient evidence of diphtheria
apart from clinical conditions, and as Dr. Connal is well
aware of the difficulties in distinguishing the true diph-
theria bacillus from others which are hardly distinguish-
able morphologically, I still hope that the bacteriological
evidence in its fullest details may be furnished.-
I am, etc.,

Clifton, Bristol, Feb. 2nd. P. WATSON WILLIAMS.


